Opioid receptor and β-arrestin2 densities and distribution change after sexual experience in the ventral tegmental area of male rats.
Sexual experience modifies brain functioning and copulatory efficiency. Sexual activity, ejaculation in particular, is a rewarding behavior associated with the release of endogenous opioids, which modulate the activity of the mesolimbic dopaminergic system (MLS). In sexually exhausted rats, repeated ejaculation produces μ (MOR) and δ opioid receptor (DOR) internalization in ventral tegmental area (VTA) neurons, as well as long-lasting behavioral changes suggestive of brain plasticity processes. We hypothesized that in sexually naïve rats the endogenous opioids released during sexual experience acquisition, might contribute to brain plasticity processes involved in the generation of the behavioral changes induced by sexual experience. To this aim, using double immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy, we compared in vivo MOR, DOR and β-arrestin2 densities and activation in the VTA of sexually naïve males, sexually experienced rats not executing sexual activity prior to sacrifice and sexually experienced animals that ejaculated once before sacrifice. Results showed that sexual experience acquisition improved male's copulatory ability and induced persistent changes in the density, cellular distribution and activation of MOR and β-arrestin2 in VTA neurons. DOR density was not modified, but its cellular location changed after sexual experience, revealing that these two opioid receptors were differentially activated during sexual experience acquisition. It is concluded that the endogenous opioids released during sexual activity produce adjustments in VTA neurons of sexually naïve male rats that might contribute to the behavioral plasticity expressed as an improvement in male copulatory parameters, promoted by the acquisition of sexual experience.